Valves in small veins and venules.
It is commonly believed that valves are absent in veins smaller than two millimetres in diameter. Consequently, current investigations on the pathophysiology of chronic venous disease (CVD) consider and evaluate only the valvular competence of large veins. The authors review literature from their own collections as well as from medical database searches to assess the functional relevance of these valves. Microscopic venous valves (MVVs) were first described in 1934 in the human digits and have subsequently been demonstrated in other parts of the human body as well as in many tissues and organs of animals. Their location and arrangement suggests that MVVs prevent blood reflux in small sized veins and restrict flow from postcapillary venules back into the capillary bed. This haemodynamic role of MVVs is strongly supported by the clinical finding that grafting skin rich in MVVs results in long-lasting healing leg ulcers attributable to CVD. The huge body of knowledge available concerning MVVs urges us to correct textbooks of anatomy. Studies on the pathophysiology of CVI should acknowledge that the valvular "chain" is not limited to large veins, but extends down to the venular level where MVVs play an important role in venous haemodynamics.